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Easy-to-use tool for font conversion, editing, creation, and design. Font Type Master gives the users a wide range of handy tools
for processing fonts. It supports all fonts types and encodings. You can easily design your own font with professional
experience. Design your own fonts from standard character sets or create any font from any font using the font creation tools
provided in the software. FTMaster features: Import / Export fonts from any font format. Create new fonts with any encodings
and many design parameters. Rotate, resize, and move any font element to any position with flexible interfaces. Edit font
properties. Highlight/highligh background of any font element with adjustable transparency. Edit formatting of fonts. Manage
font layer and graphics. Easily optimize fonts for any purpose. Duplicate/Merge font elements. Customize styles for any font
type. Insert custom font elements such as tabs, bullets, icons, and much more. Translate and use any font to any language.
Convert any font to any other font with a great number of format options. Design vector fonts (unlike traditional bitmap fonts)
from any font. Insert special characters or symbols to any font. Recolor any font with the predefined or custom colors. You can
also customize any of the characters for any font with adjustable transparency. Use several formatting fonts at the same time.
Font Type Master comes in many versions, we recommended you to get Altsoft Font Type Master 2018 (update). Intro to Font
Type Master Intro to Font Type Master Export / Import Export / Import Main window Create font Create font Edit font Edit
font Tools Tools Creative tools Creative tools Customized tools Customized tools Design parameters Design parameters Custom
character palette Custom character palette Sub-character palette Sub-character palette Custom character styling Custom
character styling Sub-character styling Sub-character styling Design fonts Design fonts Character properties Character
properties Character conversion Character conversion Special characters Special characters Header Header A list of fonts A list
of fonts A list of characters
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AltSoft Font Type Master is a GUI software solution created for font editing, converting and designing. It is based on Altsoft
FTMBase class library. It is a fully-functional GUI application implementing basic and advanced routines for processing fonts.
It can be useful for font designers and end users whenever universal font formatting and editing tool is necessary. KEYMACRO
Description: AltSoft Font Type Master is a GUI software solution created for font editing, converting and designing. It is based
on Altsoft FTMBase class library. It is a fully-functional GUI application implementing basic and advanced routines for
processing fonts. It can be useful for font designers and end users whenever universal font formatting and editing tool is
necessary. KEYMACRO Description: Algorithmic font editor is a complex utility that combines most effective algorithm of
modern font editing tools. It is intended to manage all main font elements: font style, font style, font size, page size, display
mode, positioning, stylistic alternates, ligatures and small cap letters. It is a simple and easy to use tool for the font editing with
the powerful algorithm. KEYMACRO Description: AltSoft Font Type Master is a GUI software solution created for font
editing, converting and designing. It is based on Altsoft FTMBase class library. It is a fully-functional GUI application
implementing basic and advanced routines for processing fonts. It can be useful for font designers and end users whenever
universal font formatting and editing tool is necessary. KEYMACRO Description: AltSoft Font Type Master is a GUI software
solution created for font editing, converting and designing. It is based on Altsoft FTMBase class library. It is a fully-functional
GUI application implementing basic and advanced routines for processing fonts. It can be useful for font designers and end
users whenever universal font formatting and editing tool is necessary. KEYMACRO Description: AltSoft Font Type Master is
a GUI software solution created for font editing, converting and designing. It is based on Altsoft FTMBase class library. It is a
fully-functional GUI application implementing basic and advanced routines for processing fonts. It can be useful for font
designers and end users whenever universal font formatting and editing tool is necessary. KEYMACRO Description: AltSoft
Font Type Master 77a5ca646e
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This is a module of a GUI tool set developed by Altsoft, Inc. ( It is a unique tool for font processing: font design, editing,
searching, selecting, converting, etc. All the processing operations are available to the user by means of various menus, buttons
and dialogs, and can be performed in batch mode. The main windows are organized in a form of toolbar arrangement. Each
window is a module that may be executed independently of other windows, and the user may use the windows as shortcuts. The
main functionality Altsoft Font Type Master consists of 6 main modules: Editor - font design and creation, including: Font, Font
Style, Font Style Builder and Font Designer. Font Converter - enabling the user to view, edit and convert fonts of various type
formats, including: Encoding, Font and Font Style Converter, Font To Encoder, Encoder To Font, Font Builder and Font
Designer. Scanner - font search and font selection. Data Loader - input and output files, strings and font files. Processor -
converting fonts. Powerful Font Builder - the basic font design tool. Font Type Database - the database of all font families,
including: Fonts, Font Styles, Font Description, Font Builder, Encoder, Converter, Font To Encoder, Encoder To Font. Font
Creator - the basic font creation tool. Data Explorer - provides a system for exporting fonts and font sets from all the modules.
Font Type Converter - the main interface tool, through which a user can edit, convert, search and select font files. The module
Designer is used to build graphical user interfaces. Supported formats Altsoft Font Type Master supports the following formats
of fonts: Type 1 - TrueType, OpenType, Type 3, Type 4 and Type 0. Type 3 - TrueType, OpenType and Type 2. Type 4 -
TrueType, OpenType, Type 3 and Type 2. Type 0 - TrueType, OpenType, Type 3, Type 4 and Type 0 (fonts with a predefined
encoding). Other features Altsoft Font Type Master supports the following features: Editing the fonts. Designing the Fonts.
Searching the fonts. Searching and Selection Fonts. Loading and Saving Fonts. Output Font

What's New In FTMaster?

Altsoft Font Type Master is a freeware font editor supporting all Unicode Unicode fonts and font types. The software allows
designers and end users to change fonts, improve quality of fonts and remove the incompatible fonts. All changes made by the
user will be applied on the entire document. This software is a universal font editor, converting font types to other font types. It
allows converting fonts to other fonts of different sizes and different characters and symbols. Other special features of the
software: * Saving fonts on disk: As it can be very time consuming to change fonts, one can save your current font settings in
the disk image to get them back anytime. The software supports saving not only individual font settings, but also full document
settings in font, size, color, paper and font library. * Color detection: The software can detect all colors from the document and
change fonts according to them. * Document Correction: The software can correct all changes made to a document by
automatically applying them to the whole document. * Full Unicode support: The software can edit and convert all Unicode
fonts. It supports all Unicode characters (U+0000 to U+10FFFF) including East Asian, Arabic, Greek, Hebrew, Cyrillic,
Turkish and other languages. * Font Book: The software can manage the fonts and font files in the document. Fonts are
represented as collections of items, which can be sorted, copied or deleted. One can also use the built-in font library and the one
included with the application. * Create New Fonts: This software allows one to create and edit new fonts. * Support of all font
types: Currently the software supports over 60 different font types. * Support of several file formats: The software supports
OpenOffice 2.x, PDF, PostScript, RTF and other text formats. * Special object selection support: The software supports
selection of objects using rectangles, ellipses and free selection. The selection bounds and the surrounding background are
automatically calculated and adjusted if needed. * Font editor: The software supports all the font editing operations, including
font formatting, font size, width, slant, italic, bold, decoration and letter spacing. * Support of advanced effects: The software
supports many effects like outlining, shadow, beveling, embossing, metal, glow, paint, perspective, lighting and so on. * Export
to and import from PDF: The software supports exporting files to PDF format. It also supports import from PDF. * Import of
PDF properties: Importing of PDF properties
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System Requirements:

Minimum system requirements are shown below: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel Pentium III 550 MHz or
better Memory: 1024 MB RAM Hard Disk: 1.5 GB available space Video: 64 MB video card DirectX: Version 9.0c Input:
Keyboard and mouse only Sound: DirectX sound card or compatible Mac OS X: Pentium II Processor 128 MB RAM 1024x768
Screen
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